Parallel computers now start to adopt Bandwidth-Asymmetric Memory architecture that consists of traditional DRAM memory and new High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) for high memory bandwidth. However, existing task schedulers suffer from low bandwidth usage and poor data locality problems in bandwidthasymmetric memory architectures. To solve the two problems, we propose a Bandwidth and Locality Aware Task-stealing (BATS) system, which consists of an HBM-aware data allocator, a bandwidth-aware traffic balancer, and a hierarchical task-stealing scheduler. Leveraging compile-time code transformation and run-time data distribution, the data allocator enables HBM usage automatically without user interference. According to data access hotness, the traffic balancer migrates data to balance memory traffic across memory nodes proportional to their bandwidth. The hierarchical scheduler improves data locality at runtime without a priori program knowledge. Experiments on an Intel Knights Landing server that adopts bandwidth-asymmetric memory show that BATS reduces the execution time of memory-bound programs up to 83.5% compared with traditional task-stealing schedulers.
INTRODUCTION
In the multicore and manycore era, hardware manufacturers integrate more and more cores into a single computer for fulfilling the ever-growing demands on computational capacity. The increased 55:2 H. Zhao et al. core number raises a daunting challenge in satisfying memory bandwidth requirement, because all the cores need to access data from main memory concurrently. To this end, recent manycore computers (such as Intel Knights Landing [18] , aka KNL) start to integrate Multi-Channel DRAM (MC-DRAM) or Hybird Memory Cube (HMC) that provides higher bandwidth than traditional DRAM memory, by stacking multiple DRAM dies on top of CPU chips with through-silicon vias (TSV). For easing of description, both MCDRAM and HMC are referred to as High Bandwidth Memory (HBM).
Due to the limitations in industrial manufacture (e.g., thermal dissipation), the capacity of the stacked HBM is often smaller than 16GB. HBM cannot directly replace traditional DRAM (hundreds of gigabytes) due to the small capacity. Emerging manycore computers, such as KNL, use HBM along with traditional DRAM to leverage both the high bandwidth of HBM and the large capacity of DRAM memory (this memory architecture is referred as Bandwidth-Asymmetric Memory architecture). Note that, unlike non-volatile memory (NVM) that has more than 2×/10× longer read/write latency than traditional DRAM, the access latency of HBM is only 10%-15% longer than the latency of DRAM. Benefit from efficient data prefetching, the slightly longer access latency of HBM does not degrade the performance of an application (proved in Section 3 and prior work [35] ).
As shown in Figure 1 , bandwidth-asymmetric memory can be configured in two modes: cache mode and flat mode. In cache mode, HBM dies (called HBM nodes) stacked on all the CPUs as a whole is managed as a new level of cache. Intuitively, in cache mode, the bandwidth of DRAM nodes is wasted because the cores do not directly read/write data from them. In addition, it is possible that a core's data is cached into a remote HBM node. For instance, the data used by a core c in S 1 may be cached in HBM 0 . In this case, c has to read data from the remote HBM 0 with much longer latency due to the Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) effect. However, HBM nodes are addressable in flat mode. A parallel program is able to explicitly access data from HBM nodes and DRAM nodes simultaneously. In this case, if the program is memory-bound and the data is distributed properly, it can use higher memory bandwidth in flat mode than in cache mode.
From the software aspect, parallel programs are often scheduled with dynamic scheduling policies that can automatically balance its workload across a large number of cores in manycore architectures. In dynamic scheduling policies, the execution of a parallel program is divided into a large amount of fine-grained tasks and is expressed by a task graph (aka Directed Acyclic Graph or DAG). Each node in a DAG represents a task (i.e., a set of instructions) that must be executed sequentially without preemption. Task-sharing and task-stealing (aka work-stealing) [5] are two widely used dynamic task scheduling policies. In task-sharing, all the workers (cores) share a central task pool. To guarantee that task-sharing functions properly, all the workers need to acquire a unique "lock" on the central task pool before pushing and popping tasks. For instance, an early version of X10 [4] implements a task-sharing scheduler. However, in task-stealing, each worker has an individual pool that stores its own tasks and only when a worker's pool is empty does it try to "steal" tasks from other workers with locking. Task-stealing performs better than task-sharing due to the reduced competition over locks [5] . For instance, Intel TBB [36] , XKaapi [16] , LLVM [20] , implementation of OpenMP, Cilk++ [22] , X10 [21] , LAWS [9] , and RELWS [25] use task-stealing.
However, task-sharing and task-stealing fail to efficiently utilize the high bandwidth of bandwidth-asymmetric memory in both cache mode and flat mode, resulting in the poor performance of memory-bound programs. In cache mode, the bandwidth of DRAM nodes is wasted and it could incur severe remote memory accesses as stated before. In flat mode, as shown in Figure 1(b) , a task-stealing program suffers from both low bandwidth usage and poor data locality problems. First, using "numactl" interface in Linux to explicitly distribute the data of a program to both DRAM nodes and HBM nodes is the most straightforward way to utilize HBM nodes (all the data is stored in DRAM nodes by default in flat mode). However, it is possible that hot data is stored in DRAM nodes while cold data is stored in HBM nodes. Under this improper distribution, the bandwidth of HBM is under-utilized, resulting in the low bandwidth usage. Meanwhile, random task stealing results in serious remote memory accesses that further degrades a program's performance (pink arrows in Figure 1 (b)). Lacking a runtime system that can distribute data based on access hotness and schedule tasks to the sockets where they can access data from local memory nodes, the performance of a memory-bound program could be worse when the bandwidth-asymmetric memory is configured in flat mode than in cache mode, although the available bandwidth in flat mode is higher (to be discussed in detail in Section 3).
To solve the above problems, we configure bandwidth-asymmetric memory in flat mode and propose a Bandwidth and Locality Aware Task-stealing (BATS) system, which consists of an HBMaware data allocator, a bandwidth-aware traffic balancer, and a hierarchical task-stealing scheduler. BATS targets for iterative memory-bound programs in which the structures of the task graph are the same in different iterations, and data chunks of a program may have different hotness. Leverage compile-time code transformation and runtime placement, the data allocator automatically distributes the data set of a program to DRAM and HBM nodes without user interference. The traffic balancer monitors the hotness of different data chunks and the access traffic of each memory node. Based on online-collected statistics, the traffic balancer migrates data accordingly to balance the traffic to all the memory nodes proportionally to their bandwidths. The hierarchical task-stealing scheduler identifies appropriate socket for each task so that the task can access its data from either local DRAM node or local HBM node. To the best of our knowledge, BATS is the first task-stealing runtime system that improves bandwidth utilization of asymmetric memory and enhances data locality automatically without any program modification, hardware modification, or user interference.
Although Intel recently announced that it will discontinue KNL, other vendors (e.g., Micron and AMD) plan to adopt bandwidth-asymmetric memory in their products to mitigate the low memory bandwidth. Investigation [37] shows that HBM market is continuously growing. Because the design of BATS does not rely on any specific features of KNL, it is also applicable for other computers that adopt bandwidth-asymmetric memory. The main contributions of this article are as follows.
• The design of a weighted data distribution mechanism for bandwidth-asymmetric memory. Benefitting from this mechanism, task-stealing programs can take advantage of the high bandwidth of HBM nodes without user interference.
• The design of a low-overhead traffic balancing mechanism. We propose a mechanism that automatically balances the memory traffic across all the memory nodes through sample-based hotness monitoring and hot-first data migration.
• The design of a hierarchical task-stealing policy. We design and implement a novel task-stealing policy for improving the data locality without a priori program knowledge.
We implement BATS based on MIT Cilk [6] and evaluate it on an Intel KNL server that uses bandwidth-asymmetric memory. Our evaluation shows that BATS significantly reduces the execution time of memory-bound programs compared with traditional task-stealing schedulers.
RELATED WORK
Targeting scheduling systems for task-based programs, a large amount of prior work aims to improve energy-efficiency [38, 41] , to improve data locality [9, 10] , or to reduce scheduling overhead [17, 29] . However, with the increasing bandwidth requirements of computing tasks, many papers have also conducted related research for efficient bandwidth usage.
Many task-stealing schedulers have been proposed to improve data locality by reducing shared cache misses [10, 11] and increasing local memory accesses [9, 25, 40, 46] . Based on Charm++ [19] , NUMALB [32] is proposed to balance the workload while avoiding unnecessary migrations and reducing cross-core communication. Yoo et al. [53] proposed an offline graph-based locality analysis framework based on HPT [52] designed an interface for programmers to rewrite their programs in a locality-aware manner. CAB [11] and HWS [34] used a rigid boundary level to divide tasks into global tasks and local tasks. By scheduling local tasks within the same socket, the shared cache misses can be reduced. However, users have to give the level manually in HWS or provide a number of command line arguments for the scheduler to calculate the boundary level in CAB. To relieve the above burden, CATS [10] was proposed to divide task graph based on the online information, without extra user-provided information. These techniques assume that the data accessed by a task is known by analyzing the task graph, which is not always true in real-system applications.
Paudel et al. [31] proposed task-stealing schedulers that schedule locality-flexible tasks across nodes and locality-sensitive tasks to where their data is stored. The scheduler relies on programmer-specified locality hints to identify locality-flexible tasks. Drebes et al. [15] proposed data placement techniques to distribute the data set of a program to NUMA nodes based on intertask data dependencies. Virouleau et al. [47] proposed heuristics to control data placement according to architecture topology and task-data dependencies. Lifflander et al. [25] proposed RELWS that records previous good schedule using steal tree [24] and reuses the good schedule for later iterations.
There is also prior work on the memory bandwidth optimization. Yoon et al. proposed a dynamic granularity memory system to save bandwidth for unused data [54] , which is an architecturelevel solution based on DRAM memory. Carrefour [14] optimized the performance of memorybound applications by avoiding congestion on memory controllers and interconnects in multisocket computers. Carrefour neither consider bandwidth asymmetry nor improve data locality. BATMAN [12] aimed at maximizing the bandwidth utilization of bandwidth-asymmetric memory through explicit data movement. However, BATMAN required hardware and software modifications, and did not consider data locality as BATS does. Other work optimized bandwidth utilization when multiple applications run simultaneously: Jenga [45] proposed a module in an HBM-based cache to improve bandwidth usage; Xu et al. [51] designed a bandwidth-aware scheduling method to mitigate memory bandwidth contention between processes on OS; Lin et al. [26] proposed a bandwidth-aware divisible task scheduling algorithm for cloud computing. Our work differs in the aspect that targets bandwidth optimization for a task-based parallel program.
Besides data access performance optimization, prior work also optimizes task-stealing for asymmetric multicore architectures [7, 8, 44] . AAWS [44] used work-pacing, work-sprinting, and workmugging to improve the CPU-bound applications' performance on both static and dynamic asymmetric multi-core architectures. Li et al. [23] proposed techniques to guarantee the Quality-ofService of latency-sensitive applications. Those efforts are orthogonal to BATS. [10] HWS [34] DFA [15] LAWS [9] RELWS [25] HPT [52] Jenga [45] There is also prior work on improving the performance of other schedulers, such as OpenMP. Olivier et al. [30] proposed a hierarchical scheduling strategy that uses one thread to steal work on behalf of all of the threads in a chip. This strategy provides good cache performance and load balance. BubbleSched [43] provided a framework for users to customize thread scheduler and tracing tool. Clet-Ortega et al. [13] evaluated several scheduling strategies and proposed a configurable scheduler to select the task list granularity and choose the most convenient work-stealing strategy for OpenMP. StarPU [2] provided simple tasking APIs so that programmers can easily create task-based programs for heterogeneous hardware, and scheduled tasks based on data-flow dependencies. Planas et al. [33] extended the StarSS syntax so that programmers can adjust task hierarchy by knowing the complexity of the hardware. They are orthogonal to BATS.
Prior work on task-stealing did not consider the bandwidth-asymmetric memory as BATS. Table 1 compares BATS and related work.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we first give a general overview of MIT Cilk, a task-stealing programming environment. Then, we present the architecture of Intel KNL server that adopts bandwidth-asymmetric memory, and discuss the hardware configurations. After that, we show existing problems of emerging task-stealing schedulers on computers that use bandwidth-asymmetric memory.
Task-stealing Program Background
Our work targets task-based parallel program. Figure 2 (a) shows a task-based parallel program written in MIT Cilk [42] (denoted by "Cilk" for short), a task-stealing programming language based on C language. Cilk extends the C language with three keywords: cilk, spawn and sync. The cilk 55:6 H. Zhao et al. keyword identifies that a function can be executed in parallel, the spawn keyword specifies the parallel function invocation, and the sync keyword guarantees that no statement after it can be executed until all preceding tasks complete. Figure 2 (b) shows the task graph of the the Cilk code in Figure 2 (a). In the task graph, each node represents a task, each edge represents the "spawn" relationship between two tasks. Observed from this figure, we can find that only leaf tasks actually perform the computation, while the other nodes divide the workload into smaller pieces. When the program in Figure 2 (a) runs in a multicore/manycore architecture, Cilk runtime system adopts a random task-stealing policy to schedule all its tasks. It is worth noting that the task graph of a task-based program is not known before it is executed, because the tasks are dynamically generated at runtime. It is not applicable to analyze the task graph of a task-stealing program offline to find it optimal scheduling.
Hardware Configuration
We use an Intel KNL server that uses bandwidth-asymmetric memory as the experimental platform. Figure 3 (a) shows hardware architecture of the KNL server. Observed from the figure, eight HBM nodes are attached with the KNL processor, and the cores are connected with a mesh interconnect. The interconnect can be configured in five clustering modes: ALL2ALL, QUAD-RANT, HEMISPHERE, SNC2, and SNC4. In ALL2ALL mode (Figure 3(b) ), all the cores can route each other and can access all memory directly (similar to single-socket multi-core architecture). In SNC4/SNC2 mode (Figure 3(b) ), the cores are divided into four/two parts, while exposing HBM nodes as NUMA nodes (similar to multi-socket architecture with NUMA memory). In QUADRANT/HEMISPHERE mode, all the cores are divided into four/two parts as well, but the cores can directly access all the memory nodes.
By default, the interconnect of a KNL server is configured in ALL2ALL mode, while the memory is configured in flat mode. With this configuration, the performance of a memory-bound program p is never optimal, because there is no interface to balance its data to the physically disjoint HBM/DRAM nodes and p's tasks have to access data from remote HBM/DRAM nodes.
To control data placement based on a program's data access pattern, similar to traditional multi-socket computers with NUMA memory, we configure the bandwidth-asymmetric memory in flat mode and the interconnect in SNC4 clustering mode (recommended in prior work [48] for memory-bound applications). Our experiment in Section 9.5 shows that memory-bound programs achieve the best performance when the KNL server is in SNC4+flat mode and the tasks are scheduled with BATS, compared with all the other scheduler-mode combinations.
When the KNL server is configured in SNC4+flat mode, memory-bound programs do not achieve good performance automatically. By default, a legacy program would only use DRAM in flat mode. The easiest way to use HBM is explicitly allocated data to HBM using "numactl" interface in Linux. Using "numactl," there are three policies to distribute the data of a program without modifying its source code: all-DRAM policy, even allocation policy, and all-HBM policy. In all-DRAM policy (the default policy), all the data is stored in DRAM nodes. In even allocation policy, we can use "numactl-interleave" to evenly distributes the data of a parallel program to all the memory nodes in a round-robin manner. There is no interface to precisely control the percentage of data allocated to a memory node. In all-HBM policy, we can force the program to store all its data in HBM nodes. Obviously, the all-DRAM policy wastes the bandwidth of HBM nodes, the all-HBM policy wastes the bandwidth of DRAM nodes, the even allocation policy can better take advantage the bandwidth of all the memory nodes when the bandwidth-asymmetric memory is configured in flat mode. Figure 4 , the bandwidth of an HBM node is 4.2× the bandwidth of a DRAM node, while the latency of an HBM node is 1.1× of the latency of a DRAM node. To show the impact of the slightly longer access latency of HBM nodes on application performance, we run all the benchmarks in Table 2 with one thread so that the required memory bandwidth is smaller than the bandwidth of a DRAM node. Figure 4 (c) shows their performance in Cilk-DRAM and Cilk-HBM that store data in a DRAM node and an HBM node, respectively. Observed from Figure 4 (c), except CC, the slightly longer latency of HBM nodes does not degrade application performance. This finding is consistent with the observation in prior work [35] . We do not consider the impact of access latency in BATS.
Problems in Random Task-stealing
However, memory-bound task-based programs still suffer from poor performance when their data is allocated with the even allocation policy. To better explain the problem, Figure 5 shows two data allocations and two possible schedulings of tasks t 0 and t 1 in a memory-bound program p. In the figure, d 0 and d 1 are the data chunks that contain the data used by t 0 and t 1 , respectively. Observed from Figure 5 (a), even data allocation and random task-stealing incur low bandwidth usage and poor data locality problems. The two problems together result in the poor performance of p on computers with bandwidth-asymmetric memory.
The low bandwidth usage problem originates from two sources. First, the bandwidth of a HBM node is much higher than the bandwidth of a DRAM node but the dataset of program p is often evenly allocated to all the memory nodes as shown in Figure 5 (a). In this case, even if all the data has similar hotness, it is highly possible that DRAM nodes are overloaded while the bandwidth of HBM nodes is still under-utilized. In addition, p's dataset may have uneven access hotness. For instance, it is possible that all the hot data of program p is stored in a single memory node DRAM 0 , while all the other memory nodes store the cold data. In this case, most memory traffic is served by DRAM 0 , while the bandwidth of DRAM 1 , HBM 0 , and HBM 1 is under-utilized. Note that, with the all-HBM policy or all-DRAM policy, if different parts of p's dataset have different hotnesses, it is also possible that most hot data is allocated to one of the HBM or DRAM nodes.
As for the poor data locality problem, tasks of p are randomly scheduled to different cores with random task-stealing. It is highly possible that tasks t 0 and t 1 are scheduled as shown in Figure 5 (a). In this case, t 0 and t 1 have to access their data d 0 and d 1 from DRAM 0 and HBM 1 remotely. The serious remote memory accesses further degrade the performance of p. Random task-stealing also results in the poor data locality problem even if p's dataset is allocated in all-DRAM policy or all-HBM policy. According to our measurement in Section 9, more than 70% of memory accesses are from/to remote nodes with traditional random task-stealing on our KNL server.
According to the above analysis, the coarse-grained even allocation policy with "numactl" results in low bandwidth usage problem and the random task-stealing policy results in poor data locality problem. For traditional computers that only use DRAM nodes, prior locality-aware schedulers (e.g., LAWS [9] and RELWS [25] ) partially solve the second problem under the assumption that a task's data set is known according to task graph topology. However, this assumption is not valid for programs that have uneven data access patterns. In addition, they are not applicable for computers that employ bandwidth-asymmetric memory (evaluated in Section 9) .
If the dataset of p is allocated in the way that memory traffic is balanced across all the memory nodes proportionally to their bandwidth, while t 0 and t 1 are scheduled to the cores where they can access their data d 0 and d 1 from local memory nodes as shown in Figure 5 (b), then the performance of p can be improved. However, there is no interface to precisely control how the dataset is split and distributed without modifying the source code of a legacy program. Made more challenging, because different parts of a program's data set may have different access hotness and the hotness is not known before program execution, a static data distribution could easily result in unbalanced memory traffics. Furthermore, which piece of data will a task access is not known before the task actually runs, invalidating prior locality-aware task-stealing techniques. Figure 6 presents the design of BATS that is composed of a source-to-source compiler and a runtime system to address the above challenges. The runtime system has three components: an HBMaware data allocator, a bandwidth-aware traffic balancer, and a hierarchical task-stealing scheduler.
THE BATS METHODOLOGY
BATS targets iterative programs where the task graph structures of different iterations are identical. Before scheduling such an iterative program p with BATS, we first compile p using BATS compiler. The compiler automatically transforms p's source code and generates the binary so that BATS runtime system can specify the memory node in which a task's data set is stored. When p 55:9 starts to run, the HBM-aware data allocator splits and distributes p's dataset to all the memory nodes proportional to their bandwidth in the initialization iteration (Section 5).
In the first iteration, the traffic balancer monitors and balances the traffic of all the memory nodes. To achieve this purpose, BATS migrates hot data from overloaded memory nodes to underutilized memory nodes. Because BATS only migrates data in the first iteration, the migration overhead can be easily amortized in later iterations (Section 6).
In the following several iterations, for every task t, BATS identifies the socket in which t can access most of its data from local memory nodes. To reduce overhead, BATS divides the task graph of an iteration into intra-socket subgraphs. The tasks in the same intra-socket subgraph are profiled and scheduled in a whole between the sockets. On a computer having M socket, BATS schedules each intra-socket subgraph SG to a different socket in M iterations, and identifies the socket in which SG achieves the highest local data accesses (Section 6.1). This high locality mapping is recorded for guiding subgraph allocation in future iterations.
Starting from the (M + 1)-th iterations, BATS adopts a hierarchical task-stealing policy to schedule tasks in a bandwidth and locality-aware manner (Section 7). Each intra-socket subgraph is directly allocated to the socket where it can find most of its data from local memory nodes. Meanwhile, if a socket completes all its intra-socket subgraphs, it tries to steal a subgraph from a randomly chosen victim socket to solve the possible slight load imbalance.
HBM-AWARE DATA ALLOCATION
Most existing task-stealing programs (e.g., examples in MIT Cilk package) adopt parallelized data initialization, in which the whole dataset of a program is initialized by multiple tasks. By scheduling these data initializing tasks to different sockets, the dataset of the program is split and distributed to multiple memory nodes (first-touch policy). In this case, workers can access data from multiple memory nodes concurrently, increasing the available bandwidth. Same to state-of-theart locality-aware task-stealing schedulers, such as LAWS [9] and RELWS [25] , BATS targets for programs that use parallelized data initialization. Figure 7 shows an example task graph of the parallelized data initializer of a task-stealing program p. In the figure, p's data set is split into n equal-size chunks, and each leaf task allocates memory space for a chunk. In this article, we assume that the data initializer adopts divide-andconquer pattern to initialize data chunks in parallel using "malloc," and all the data of the program is initialized by the initializer. Program p can also directly spawn n tasks to perform the initialization, and the generated task graph equivalents to a two-level task graph where the root task has n branches. BATS assumes that applications adopt the above parallelized data allocation mode.
Weighted Data Distribution
Without prior knowledge of p's data access pattern, it is not possible to identify the optimal data distribution for p in the initialization iteration. As a reasonable start point, we assume all the initialized data has the same hotness and rely on the bandwidth-aware traffic balancer to adjust data distribution according to p's real data access pattern later.
Specifically, we design a weighted data distribution scheme that satisfies two constraints. First, if the bandwidth of memory node N a is n times of the bandwidth of memory node N b , n times more data should be stored in N a . Second, adjacent data should be stored in the same memory node to better utilize data prefetching and spatial locality. Traditional task schedulers do not satisfy both the two constraints, lacking the ability to control the data placement.
Suppose p runs on a computer that has k memory nodes:
. . , B k represent their bandwidth, respectively, and D represent p's dataset size. Obeying the first constraint, Equation (1) calculates the size of data that should be stored in N i (denoted by S i ).
To achieve the data distribution that satisfies Equation (1), BATS distributes data based on the topology of the initializer's task graph. As shown in Figure 7 , suppose there are n tasks (denoted by T 1 , . . . ,T n ) in the leaf level of the initializer's task graph. In this case, the data initialized by tasks from T s to T e (included) is stored in memory node N i (s < e), where s and e are calculated in Equation (2):
Distributing data based on Equation (2) satisfies both the two constraints. First, e − s tasks allocate memory pages for their data in memory node N i , and the size of data stored in N i is (e − s) × D n = S i , satisfying Equation (1) (the first constraint). In addition, the data initialized by tasks T s , . . . ,T e are adjacent parts of p's dataset, satisfying the second constraint.
In Equation (2), B i can be found in the machine design document. It is also easy to profile them using bandwidth profiler such as the Intel latency checker [1] . Furthermore, to actually distribute data according to Equation (2) , BATS needs to know the number of leaf tasks and the position of each leaf task in the leaf level. In our current implementation, each task is automatically given a unique identifier (a string) when it is generated. As shown in Figure 7 , if a task's identifier is S, then its ith sub-task's identifier is S_i. The string by side of each task in Figure 7 is its identifier. By sorting the tasks according to their identifiers, the position of each task can be identified.
Compiling Support
The weighted distribution scheme requires that BATS has the ability to explicitly specify the memory node in which each individual initialization task stores its corresponding data. However, the numactl interface is too coarse-grained to achieve this purpose, while the first-touch policy itself is not able to "touch" data to HBM nodes.
The task identifier is also used to identify the tasks in the same position of task graphs in different iterations (tasks that have the same identifiers) and specify memory nodes for them. During the program execution, if the scheduler finds that an identifier ID appears again for the first time, the task is the root of an iteration's task graph. Therefore, whenever a task that has identifier ID is generated, the program enters a new iteration.
To precisely control data placement in the absence of user interference, BATS adopts a compiletime and run-time joint solution. In this solution, BATS runtime system declares a globally visible parameter mem_id, and BATS compiler transforms the data allocation instructions at compiletime as follows. The instruction "malloc (space_size)" in the data initializer is transformed into "numa_alloc_on_node (space_size, mem_id)," which allocates pages of space_size on the memory node numbered with mem_id, no matter it is a DRAM node or an HBM node.
By analyzing task identifiers, BATS can find the number of tasks in each level of the task graph and their positions. Let (T s , T e ) represent the range of tasks that should store their data chunks on memory node N i as calculated in Equation (2). When a leaf task T j is generated, if s ≤ j < e, the mem_id of T j equals to i. The calculated mem_id is saved in the struct CilkStackFrame that stores T j 's meta-data. The instruction "numa_alloc_on_node (space_size, mem_id)" inT j reads mem_id from its CilkStackFrame.
Readers may think that it is easy to manually declare mem_id in user program and change instruction "malloc (space_size)" into "numa_alloc_on_node (space_size, mem_id)." However, this program-side solution is not working in BATS, because parameters declared in a program is not visible in runtime system. In this case, the scheduler is not able to calculate the value of mem_id for each task accordingly.
BANDWIDTH-AWARE TRAFFIC BALANCING
Adopting the weighted data distribution scheme, memory nodes may still suffer from unbalanced memory traffic when different parts of p's dataset have different access hotness.
BATS identifies whether the memory traffic is balanced in the first iteration, and mitigates the imbalance by migrating data. We adopt this method, because later iterations would also suffer from traffic imbalance if the imbalance exists in the first iteration. Figure 8 shows the data access behavior of four tasks (t 1 , . . . , t 4 ) in different iterations of an iterative program in a dual-socket architecture. As shown in this figure, the traffic of memory node N 1 (and N 2 ) are the same in the two iterations although the tasks are scheduled differently. For instance, data block d 1 stored in N 1 is always accessed by task t 1 , no matter t 1 is scheduled to socket S0 or S1.
Identifying the Traffic Imbalance
To identify whether the data accesses of program p are balanced across all the k memory nodes N 1 , . . . , N k , BATS needs to collect the traffic to each memory node. A naive method is to directly collect the traffic of each memory node at runtime. However, it is not applicable in real system, because there are no such hardware performance counters. In emerging real-system hardware, for a memory node N i , we can only collect the number of local memory accesses but cannot find the number of accesses to N i from remote sockets.
To solve this problem, we propose to monitor the number of accesses to each memory page by modifying operating system and calculate the traffic to each memory node according to the location of each memory page. This method is applicable when the dataset size of p is small. However, if program p accesses too many pages, the overhead of monitoring the number of accesses to every page is too large to be directly used in the real system. According to our measurement, sweeping through one million pages (4GB) to check whether each page is accessed consumes 3s.
To reduce the overhead of identifying the imbalance, we leverage the virtual memory area (VMA) notion in Linux kernel. Each VMA is a contiguous range of virtual addresses. In our scenario, the virtual pages allocated by each leaf task in the parallel data initializer form an individual VMA, and the VMAs have the same number of virtual pages, because leaf tasks allocate memory for the data of the same size. BATS treats the virtual pages in a VMA as a whole, monitors the access hotness and migrates data in the granularity of a VMA. According to the virtual address, we can obtain the memory node corresponding to each VMA. By counting the access number of every VMA of program p, we can obtain the overall access number to all the memory nodes and the number of accesses to each node (denoted by A 1 , . . . , A k ) in the first iteration. Equation (3) calculates the number of memory accesses to memory node N i , in which m is the number of VMAs in N i , and Hot j is hotness of the jth VMA in N i :
In more detail, we randomly choose a small number of virtual pages (saying b pages) from every VMA and collect the numbers of memory accesses to the b pages. Based on the number of accesses to the sampled pages, we accumulate the number of memory accesses to all the VMAs in a memory node N i to be the hotness of N i . Equation (4) calculates the hotness of VMA v, in which n p is the number of virtual pages in v and a i is the number of accesses to the ith sampled page in v:
Equation (4) assumes that the pages in a VMA tend to have similar access hotness. Although Equation (4) is only an approximation of the number of accesses to VMA v, our experiment shows that it is enough to identify the traffic imbalance between multiple memory nodes.
We identify whether the memory traffic is balanced as follows. The memory traffic is proportionally balanced to the k memory nodes according to their bandwidth when Equation (5) is satisfied. In the equation, B i is the bandwidth of N i as defined in Section 5.1:
Deduced from Equation (5), Equation (6) calculates the optimal memory traffic to N i (denoted by OPT i ) when the traffic is balanced. For N i , if A i < OPT i , then its current memory traffic is lower than its optimal traffic, thus it is under-utilized. Otherwise, it is overloaded as N i 's memory traffic is higher than its optimal traffic:
Based on Equation (6) and online-collected information, BATS migrates data from overloaded memory nodes to under-utilized memory nodes to mitigate the traffic imbalance. 
Mitigating the Traffic Imbalance
Based on the hotness of every VMA, we design a hot-first migration scheme following three principles. First, if both N i and N j are overloaded but N i is more congested than N j , we offload data from N i to the under-utilized memory nodes before N j . Second, if both N i and N j are under-utilized but the utilization of N i is lower than the utilization of N j , the data is migrated to N i before N j . Third, we migrate hot VMA before cold VMA to minimize the size of data to be migrated for balancing the traffic.
Algorithm 1 lists the designed traffic balancing algorithm according to the hot-first migration scheme. In the algorithm, the k memory nodes N 1 , . . . , N k are sorted in the descending order of
The m memory nodes N 1 , . . . , N m are overloaded and the later N m+1 , . . . , N k are under-utilized. Memory node N i is more congested than N j if i < j.
HIERARCHICAL TASK-STEALING
After the memory traffic is balanced, tasks may still suffer from serious remote memory access in later iterations. To improve data locality, BATS adopts a hierarchical task-stealing policy.
Online Profiling
BATS groups tasks into intra-socket subgraphs and identifies optimal socket for each of them. Figure 9 shows the way to group tasks into intra-socket subgraphs. In the figure, the subgraph in each ellipse is an intra-socket subgraph. Tasks in the same subgraph have the same optimal socket in which they achieve the best locality, because neighbor tasks often process adjacent data stored in the same memory node. Another reason we choose this method is that it is too space-consuming to record the mapping of each individual task to its socket and too time-consuming to obtain the mapping online for a task. We evaluate the space overhead of online profiling in Section 9.7. The intra-socket subgraphs are created satisfying three constraints. First, an intra-socket subgraph should have a single root node for easy scheduling. Second, the number of tasks in an intrasocket subgraph is at least 10× of the number of cores in a socket. In terms of the second constraint, as stated in prior work [5] , when the task number is 10× of the core number, the workload can be balanced across the cores with task-stealing. Third, an intra-socket subgraph should have the smallest number of tasks that fulfill the aforementioned two constraints at the same time.
When the first iteration of p completes, BATS knows the task graph topology and groups tasks according to the above constraints. On an M-socket computer, in the following M iterations, BATS schedules each subgraph SG to each of the M sockets and collects its memory access statistics. Let L dr am , R dr am , L hbm , and R hbm represent the local DRAM accesses, remote DRAM accesses, local HBM accesses, and remote HBM accesses caused by SG when it is scheduled to socket S.
If L dr am + L hbm ≥ R dr am + R hbm , then SG can access most of the data from either the local DRAM node or HBM node attached with S. In this case, SG is directly allocated to socket S in all the later iterations, and SG is called a high-localized subgraph of S. Otherwise, if the local memory accesses (local DRAM accesses + local HBM accesses) of SG on all the M sockets are smaller than the corresponding remote memory accesses, then BATS assigns SG to the socket S i in which SG has the largest local memory accesses, and SG is called a low-localized subgraph of S i in this case. Figure 10 gives the structure of BATS runtime system on an M-socket computer with bandwidthasymmetric memory and illustrates our hierarchical task-stealing design. On each core, BATS launches a worker. For easing of description, we use "core" to represent "worker."
Scheduling Policies
BATS creates a high-localized task pool and a low-localized task pool for each socket S, while the high-localized task pool stores the root tasks of its high-localized subgraphs and the low-localized task pool stores the root tasks of its low-localized subgraphs. For each core, BATS creates an intrasocket task pool to store the tasks within an intra-socket subgraph. Suppose a core c in socket S is free, in different iterations, it obtains new tasks in different ways.
In the initialization iteration, all the tasks are first pushed into a single task pool, saying the highlocalized task pool of socket S 1 in Figure 10 . Once all the tasks are generated, BATS schedules the tasks according to the weighted data distribution scheme. After that, BATS adopts random task-stealing to schedule the tasks. Note that, when the leaf tasks are distributed to the cores, the memory node in which a task will store its data set is already known according to Equation (2) .
In the first compute iteration, BATS adopts random task-stealing to schedule all the tasks, because the data is supposed to be migrated later and the task scheduling does not affect the memory traffic to each memory node. At the end of the first iteration, BATS migrates data to balance the traffic across all the memory nodes.
In the following M iterations, each intra-socket subgraph is directly allocated to the target socket for collecting the numbers of local memory accesses and remote memory accesses. Meanwhile, core c is not allowed to steal tasks from other sockets and cores in the same socket are not allowed to execute tasks in multiple intra-socket subgraphs concurrently.
After at most M iterations, intra-socket subgraphs are stabilized to different sockets. In this stage, adopting hierarchical task-stealing, core c can steal a new task from five levels: intra-socket task pools of other cores in its socket S, high-localized task pool of S, low-localized task pool of S, low-localized task pool of other sockets, and high-localized task pools of other sockets.
BATS allows a socket to help other sockets execute their intra-socket subgraphs. After all the tasks in both the high-localized and low-localized task pools of S complete, c tries to steal a task from low-localized task pools of other sockets. If the low-localized task pools of all the other sockets are empty, then c tries to steal a task from high-localized task pools of other sockets. Core c first tries to steal a task from low-localized task pools, because the victim sockets execute the high-localized subgraphs more efficiently due to better data locality. In addition, although S needs longer time to process the stolen subgraphs, the workload is balanced and the performance of memory-bound programs is highly possible to be improved.
IMPLEMENTATION OF BATS
We implement BATS in MIT Cilk that consists of a compiler and a random task-stealing scheduler. We modify the compiler to transform programs as described in Section 5.2; and modify the taskstealing scheduler to support bandwidth-aware traffic balancing and hierarchical task-stealing.
Implementation of Hotness Monitoring
In BATS, we implement a module (enhanced from Memos [27] and SysMon [49] ) to collect the access hotness of VMAs in kernel space. The two frameworks have been proved to be able to precisely collect the hotness of pages [27, 49] . The module passes hotness data to BATS runtime system through "/proc" virtual file system in Linux operating system. Basically, the module first obtains process descriptor of the target program from its PID, and obtains VMA structs of the program. For each VMA, the module finds the page table entries in it according to page directory conversion in Linux. The module then selects the sampled pages according to the policy in Section 6.1 and monitors their hotness. For a page pg, the _access_bit in its page table entry represents whether it has been accessed. We do not use _dirty_bit here, because it is set only when the page is modified, ignoring read operations. The module periodically checks whether pg is accessed in the first iteration. In each period, the module uses system call pte_young() to check _access_bit of pg and then clear the bit using pte_mkold(). In this way, the module obtains the number of times that pg is accessed in the first iteration.
We minimize the overhead of hotness monitoring by ignoring the VMAs that are related to the data set of the program. In Linux, the VMA structs of a program contain not only data segment but also text segment, Block Started by Symbol (BSS) segment, and so on. When collecting access hotness of VMAs, the module skips file-mapping VMAs, stacks for every thread, unreadable/ unwritable/executable VMAs, and VMAs that contain data for the scheduler itself.
Another problem we need to solve is that Linux tends to merge VMAs if their virtual addresses are continuous, but BATS assumes that the pages allocated by each leaf task in the data initializer form an individual VMA. To solve this problem, BATS calculates the overall number of pages allocated by the program (denoted by N p ), and obtains the number of leaf tasks in the data initializer (denoted by N l ). By dividing N p by N l , we can get the actual number of pages allocated by a leaf task in the data initializer (N vma ). The merged VMAs are then divided into "logic" VMAs of size N vma . The hotness monitoring and data migration are performed in the granularity of "logic" VMA.
In our current implementation, the module uses four threads to collect hotness of VMAs concurrently. In the first iteration, BATS scheduler disables four cores for the module to ensure the performance of the hotness detection. After getting the hotness data, the module stores the addresses of VMAs and their hotness in "/proc" virtual file system. BATS identifies the memory node that each VMA belongs to using move_pages() function, and applies Algorithm 1 to identify the VMAs to migrate. BATS uses numa_move_pages() to perform the page migration.
Implementation of Online Profiling
During online-profiling, BATS needs to collect local/remote DRAM access, local/remote HBM access for every intra-socket subgraph. However, a core in KNL can only collect two events, because a tile (consists of two hardware cores, eight virtual cores) only has two performance counter registers.
To solve this problem, we modify the online profiling algorithm slightly for KNL. When profiling an intra-socket subgraph SG on a socket, the two counters first record the numbers of DRAM accesses (OFFCORE_RESPONSE_0: DDR) and HBM accesses (OFFCORE_RESPONSE_0: MCDRAM), respectively. If SG accesses more data from DRAM/HBM, then the two counters record the numbers of its local DRAM/HBM accesses (OFFCORE_RESPONSE_0: DDR_NEAR / HBM_NEAR) and its remote DRAM/HBM accesses (OFFCORE_RESPONSE_0: DDR_REMOTE / HBM_REMOTE) in later online-profiling iterations, respectively. BATS uses local DRAM/HBM accesses and remote DRAM/HBM accesses to approximate the overall local and remote memory accesses in Section 6.1.
Because local DRAM/HBM accesses and remote DRAM/HBM accesses are approximations, our current implementation of BATS for KNL performs worse than its implementation if each core has four performance counter registers in future. Our evaluation shows that the current implementation of BATS for KNL is already able to significantly improve the performance of memory-bound programs.
EVALUATION
In this section, we first detail our experimental setup and evaluate the performance advantages of BATS over existing task-stealing schedulers such as Cilk and LAWS. Then, we show the scalability of BATS and demonstrate how the three components in BATS, i.e., data allocator, traffic balancer, and scheduler, contribute to the overall effectiveness. Last, we compare BATS with OpenMP that adopts static scheduling and analyze the overhead of BATS.
Experimental Configuration
We use an Intel Knights Landing (KNL) server that uses bandwidth-asymmetric memory as the experimental platform to evaluate the performance of BATS. We configure the memory of KNL in flat mode, so that the schedulers can explicitly manage all the memory nodes. We also configure the interconnect of KNL in SNC4 mode, so that the cores are divided into four sockets. As a result, each socket has 64 virtual cores, a 32GB DRAM node and a 4GB HBM node. The peak bandwidth of an HBM node (384/4=96GB/s) is around 4× of the peak bandwidth of a DRAM node (90/4=22.5GB/s).
We compare BATS with state-of-the-art task-stealing schedulers: MIT Cilk (version 5.4.6) [6] and LAWS [9] . LAWS evenly distributes the dataset of a program to all the memory nodes and schedules tasks to the sockets where the memory nodes store their data for applications with regular data access patterns. However, LAWS considers neither bandwidth-asymmetric memory nor traffic imbalance as BATS does. Once the data is stored in a memory node in LAWS, it would [50] not be migrated to other memory nodes even if the memory traffic is not balanced. All the tested schedulers use 256 workers to fully utilize all the cores in KNL. While both Cilk and LAWS store data in DRAM nodes by default, for the sake of comprehensive comparison, we also evaluate the cases of using HBM as the last-level cache for Cilk and LAWS. We achieve that by configuring KNL in the ALL2ALL-cache mode. We call them as Cilk-C and LAWS-C, respectively. We skip the comparison for SNC4-cache mode, because our results show that its performance is worse than ALL2ALL-cache mode, and we give the comparison of different modes on KNL in Section 9.5. We also evaluate two other cases by forcing Cilk and LAWS to use HBM nodes only, which we call Cilk-H and LAWS-H, respectively. This two cases are achieved by using "numactl --membind=4-7" as the prefix to launch the benchmark (memory nodes 0-3 are DRAM nodes, and 4-7 are HBM nodes), Note that, if we force Cilk and LAWS to use both DRAM and HBM at the same time (i.e., use "numactl --interleave=0-7"), their performance is worse than Cilk-H and LAWS-H according to our measurement.
We implement all the schedulers mentioned above by modifying the original Cilk scheduler while Cilk programs run without any modification. In the traffic balancer of BATS, we randomly select 4 pages from each VMA to calculate its hotness with low overhead.
We use memory-bound benchmarks in Table 2 to evaluate the performance of BATS. Besides the benchmarks that have regular grid-based access pattern, we further implement GE, PR, LP and CC that have trajectory-based and graph-based data access patterns to evaluate the performance of BATS for applications with uneven data accesses. All the benchmarks have 200 iterations and are compiled with "GCC-5.4.0" and "-O3" option, which involves auto-vectorization. Figure 11(a) shows the performance of all the benchmarks in Cilk-C/H, LAWS, LAWS-C/H, and BATS, normalized to their performance in Cilk. In the experiment, for HEAT, SOR, CONV, and STEN, we use a 224K × 4K matrix as their input data and the input size is approximately 16GB. For GE, the input data used is a 48K × 48K matrix due to the algorithm constraint, which has about 10GB. For PR, the input graph has 16 million nodes and the edge count of different nodes ranges from 1 to 10. For both LP and CC, the input graph has 8 million nodes and the edge count of different nodes range from 2 to 20. For these graph algorithms, the input size is approximately 16GB. Since numactl cannot allocate memory larger than HBM capacity, we choose 16GB as input size in this subsection, and we will discuss the performance of benchmarks with larger input size in Section 9.3.
Performance of BATS
As Figure 11 (a) shows, BATS significantly improves the performance of all benchmarks compared to Cilk, Cilk-C, Cilk-H, LAWS, LAWS-C, and LAWS-H. Because HBM node has higher 55:18 H. Zhao et al. Fig. 11 . The normalized performance, the corresponding memory accesses, and memory bandwidth usage.
bandwidth than DRAM node, using HBM as last level cache (Cilk-C and LAWS-C) or main memory (Cilk-H and LAWS-H) always perform better than their counterparts that only use DRAM nodes. Plus, we observe that Cilk-H performs better than Cilk-C for some applications and this phenomenon also exists for LAWS-C and LAWS-H. Such observations suggest that there are performance benefits of explicitly managing the HBM nodes but existing schedulers fail to leverage. BATS successfully takes advantage of such optimization potential with principled design and outperforms both Cilk-H and LAWS-H. In summary, BATS reduces execution time of the benchmarks ranging from 29.3% to 83.5% compared with Cilk, from 27.8% to 78% compared with Cilk-C, from 20.3% to 57.9% compared with Cilk-H, from 25.5% to 80.1% compared with LAWS, from 22.4% to 57.7% compared with LAWS-C, and from 8.6% to 27.2% compared with LAWS-H.
We then explain why BATS outperforms all the other schedulers by measuring each benchmark's local memory access ratio (including DRAM and HBM nodes). Figure 11(b) shows the results. In the figure, the bars show the overall memory accesses when scheduling the benchmarks with Cilk, Cilk-H, LAWS, LAWS-H, and BATS normalized to the number of their memory accesses with Cilk. In each bar, the slash-filled parts represent local DRAM accesses and local HBM 55:19 accesses, respectively, while the rest part (i.e., the unfilled part) represents the remote accesses that include remote DRAM accesses and HBM accesses. We only compare BATS with Cilk, Cilk-H, LAWS, and LAWS-H in Figure 11 (b), because the interconnect is configured in ALL2ALL mode to support Cilk-C and LAWS-C. In ALL2ALL mode, there is only one NUMA node, thus no remote memory accesses will be reported.
Observed from Figure 11 (b), both Cilk and Cilk-H involve a significant portion of remote memory accesses. Although LAWS and LAWS-H reduce remote memory accesses, they suffer from imbalanced access traffic. For example, LAWS directs most of the local accesses to DRAM nodes while LAWS-H directs most of the local accesses to HBM nodes. On the contrary, BATS not only reduces remote accesses but also balances the access traffic between DRAM and HBM nodes. For instance, with BATS, more than 90% memory accesses in HEAT are local accesses, and the number of accesses to HBM nodes is around 4× of the counterpart to DRAM nodes. The access traffic is balanced across memory nodes proportional to their bandwidth. Other benchmarks (except PR and CC) have similar effects. PR and CC have relatively large number of remote accesses, because most tasks in all the sockets need to access the hot data from remote nodes (BATS still improves data locality for PR and CC compared with all the other schedulers).
For programs with regular blocked data accesses, BATS is able to improve data locality, because it identifies the very socket for each intra-socket subgraph in which it can find most of the required data in the local DRAM or HBM nodes through online profiling, and schedules intra-socket subgraphs accordingly. For programs that have uneven data access hotness, BATS improves their data locality, because it properly distributes hot data and schedules tasks to the sockets where they can access most data from local DRAM or HBM nodes. Figure 11 (c) shows the normalized memory bandwidth usage of different schedulers normalized to the Cilk case. Because Cilk-C and LAWS-C use HBM as the last level cache, we cannot measure their real bandwidth usage and therefore do not include them in this comparison. From the figure, we observe that BATS always brings the highest memory bandwidth usage. On the contrary, Cilk, Cilk-H, LAWS, and LAWS-H use either DRAM nodes or HBM nodes, failing to simultaneously leverage the bandwidth of both nodes. The high bandwidth usage and the improved data locality together result in the good performance of BATS.
From the above observations, we summarize why BATS performs the best among all schedulers. First, BATS reduces remote memory accesses by improving the data locality. BATS uses online profiling to identify the very socket for each intra-socket subgraph in which it can find most of the required data in the local DRAM or HBM nodes, and then schedules the intra-socket subgraphs accordingly. In the mean time, BATS identifies hot data and performs proper migration to balance access traffic. Lacking of online profiling, LAWS and LAWS-H cannot improve the data locality as much as BATS does. In addition, they also suffer from low bandwidth usage resulted from the bandwidth-asymmetric-unaware data distribution.
BATS is efficient when it is able to precisely monitor the access hotness of different VMAs. To show the accuracy of monitoring, for each benchmark, Table 3 further presents its dataset size, the number of data pages, the number of "logic" VMAs, the number of actual VMAs, the number of sampled pages, and the number of test loops performed in the first iteration. Observed from the figure, BATS identifies all the data pages. For instance, for HEAT, the pages are able to store data of size 4.49M × 4K = 17.96GB, which is larger than its dataset size (16GB). In addition, the number of VMAs is small, because multiple adjacent "logic" VMAs are merged as described in Section 8. Furthermore, BATS monitors more than four pages in each "logic" VMA (the number of sampled pages is much larger than the number of "logic" VMAs). Also, for all the benchmarks, BATS tests whether the sampled pages are accessed by more than 10 times (except SOR) in the first iteration, thus is able to tell the hotness of the VMAs. In the following experiments, due to the space limit, we only present the result for Cilk-H and LAWS-H, because they always perform better than the default Cilk/LAWS.
Scalability of BATS
To evaluate the scalability of BATS, we compare the performance of the benchmarks with different input data sizes in Cilk-C/H, LAWS-C/H, and BATS. For the benchmarks using an x × y 2D matrix as the input (HEAT, SOR, CONV, STEN), we fix y = 4K for all the input 2D matrices and only adjust the x of the matrices in the experiment. For PR and CC, we adjust the number of nodes in the input graph without changing the number of edges of each node. In this way, we can measure the scalability of BATS without the impact of the leaf task granularity. We use HEAT and PR as the representative benchmarks with both even and uneven data access patterns. These two benchmarks' data size is up to approximately 22GB that is above the HBM capacity. Figure 12 shows the performance of HEAT and PR with different input data sizes in Cilk-H, LAWS-H and BATS. In the figure, the x-axis represents dataset size of HEAT and PR. When the input data is small (e.g., 2GB), BATS reduces the execution time of HEAT by 42.9%-47.3% compared to Cilk-C, Cilk-H, LAWS-C, and LAWS-H. When the input size is close to the capacity of HBM memory (i.e., 16GB), BATS reduces its execution time by 18.2%-29.9%. When the dataset size exceeds the capacity of HBM memory, BATS reduces its execution time by 30.3%-34.2%. Note that, Cilk-H and LAWS-H fail to run in this case owing to the HBM capacity limitation. On the contrary, if the size of data to be allocated to HBM memory is larger than HBM capacity, BATS re-allocates the extra data to DRAM. When the input size is small (e.g., 2GB), BATS reduces PR's Observed from Figure 12 , the execution time of the benchmarks in Cilk-H, Cilk-C, LAWS-H, LAWS-C, and BATS increases linearly with the increasing of their input data sizes. For all the input data sizes, BATS can always reduce the execution time of memory-bound applications. Especially, for PR that has uneven data access hotness, its execution time increases much slower in BATS than other systems. The larger the input data is, the better BATS performs.
In summary, BATS is scalable in scheduling memory-bound program no matter its dataset has even or uneven access hotness.
Effectiveness of the Components
To evaluate the effectiveness of BATS components including the HBM-aware data allocator, the bandwidth-aware traffic balancer, and the hierarchical task-stealing scheduler, we implemented six BATS variants, BATS-NH, BATS-NB, BATS-NL, which disable one component accordingly, and BATS-H, BATS-B, BATS-L, which enable one component accordingly. In BATS-NH, the dataset is evenly distributed to all the nodes while the traffic balancer and hierarchical task-stealing scheduler are still active. In BATS-NB, the data is not migrated according to the memory traffics of different memory nodes. In BATS-NL, tasks are scheduled with the random task-stealing policy. In BATS-H, the data set is distributed to all the memory nodes according to their bandwidths while bandwidth-aware traffic balancer and hierarchical task-stealing scheduler are disabled. In BATS-B, only bandwidth-aware traffic balancer is active while dataset is evenly distributed and no locality improvement. In BATS-L, hierarchical task-stealing scheduler is enabled while the HBMaware data allocator and the bandwidth-aware traffic balancer are disabled. Figure 13 shows the performance of all the benchmarks with the six variants normalized to their performance in BATS. Figure 13 (a) shows that BATS-NH performs much worse than BATS. In BATS-NH, because the data is evenly distributed, the memory bandwidth utilization of DRAM nodes and HBM nodes are not balanced. As a result, DRAM nodes are overloaded while the HBM nodes are under-utilized. Even if bandwidth-aware traffic balancer mitigates the imbalance later through migrating data, the migration overhead still results in the low performance. Observed from Figure 13 (b), BATS-H performs better when executing benchmarks that have even data access hotness (e.g., HEAT) than benchmarks that have uneven data access hotness (e.g., PR). This is mainly because the HBM-aware data allocation in BATS-H has already balance the data access traffic across all the memory nodes for benchmarks that have even data access hotness. Therefore, the HBM-aware data allocator is effective in improving memory bandwidth usage.
For benchmarks that have even data access hotness (e.g., HEAT), BATS-NB performs similarly to BATS. This is because the weighted data distribution already balances the memory traffics for these benchmarks. On the contrary, for the benchmarks in which different parts of the dataset have different hotness (e.g., PR), BATS-NB performs much worse than BATS. For these benchmarks, the memory traffic is not balanced only with the weighted data distribution, and the traffic imbalance results in the poor performance of BATS-NB. Meanwhile, BATS-B performs poor for all the benchmarks. It means that we still need the hierarchical task-stealing to distribute tasks to improve data locality, even if the memory traffic is balanced. The traffic balancer is effective in balancing the memory traffics across memory nodes with different bandwidths.
In addition, BATS-NL performs worse than BATS for all the benchmarks, because the benchmarks suffer from serious remote memory accesses due to the random task-stealing in BATS-NL. The large number of remote memory accesses results in severe performance degradation. BATS-L also performs much worse than BATS, because it suffers from poor bandwidth utilization. Therefore, the hierarchical task-stealing scheduler is effective in scheduling the tasks to the sockets where they can find most of their data from the local memory nodes.
In summary, all the three components: the HBM-aware data allocator, the bandwidth-aware traffic balancer, and the hierarchical task-stealing scheduler are necessary and effective for BATS to achieve good performance in computers with bandwidth-asymmetric memories.
Comparison of Configuration Modes
To evaluate the performance of traditional task-stealing when the hardware runs in other modes, we show the performance of memory-bound benchmarks when the KNL server is configured in ALL2ALL-cache mode, ALL2ALL-flat mode, QUADRANT-cache mode, QUADRANT-flat mode, SNC4-cache mode and SNC4-flat mode. "X -Y " mode means that the interconnect is configured in X mode while the bandwidth-asymmetric memory is configured in Y mode.
In this experiment, if the memory is in flat mode, we use "numactl" to allocate all the data of benchmarks in HBM nodes. If the memory is in cache mode, KNL could directly use the highbandwidth memory as the last-level cache. In this experiment, all the results are normalized to the performance of Cilk in ALL2ALL-cache mode (i.e., the performance of Cilk-C in Section 9.2).
Observed from Figure 14 , ALL2ALL-cache mode and QUADRANT-cache mode have similar performance, ALL2ALL-flat and QUADRANT-flat have similar performance. The reason is that the two modes have the same architecture from the system level, which is single-socket multi-core architecture. Although they have slight difference inside the memory configuration, the performance difference of most memory-bound benchmarks on these configurations is negligible, such as Heat and Pagerank. Besides, SNC4 mode has more fluctuant performance compared with other configurations. We can also find that the benchmarks perform slightly better in SNC4-flat mode than in SNC-cache mode. That is because SNC4 has four-socket multi-core architecture and it has the whole HBM as the last level cache, which is opaque for the task. As we discussed before, it caused serious remote accesses.
Most importantly, by configuring hardware in SNC4-flat mode and using BATS to schedule the tasks, BATS reduces the execution time of memory-bound benchmarks ranging from 20% to 70% compared with all the other traditional task-stealing policy and hardware configuration combinations. According to Section 9.2, higher bandwidth usage and better memory locality are the two main reasons that BATS has better performance than other systems. This experiment further illustrates the effectiveness of BATS.
Comparing with OpenMP
We compare BATS with OpenMP [3] in executing memory-bound task-based programs. To achieve this purpose, we port all the benchmarks in Table 2 to OpenMP (Version 4.0) by simply using OpenMP loop function. In each OpenMP benchmark, similar to Cilk-H, we force that all the data is stored in HBM nodes to utilize the high memory bandwidth. OpenMP adopts static scheduling to balance workload and relies on first touch page allocation policy to enhance data locality. Figure 15 shows the performance of all the benchmarks in Cilk-H, OpenMP, and BATS. OpenMP performs slightly worse than Cilk-H for most benchmarks, and performs much worse than BATS for all the benchmarks. OpenMP performs bad, because it is not able to fully utilize the bandwidth of all the memory nodes and it does not perceive the hotness of different data chunks.
Overhead Analysis
As we described in Section 6 and Section 8, the hotness detection and the page migration when the imbalance is identified incur extra runtime overhead. The hotness detection incurs extra overhead in the first iteration, because four virtual cores are used to perform the detection instead of task processing. Figure 16(a) shows the percentage of execution time of the benchmarks consumed by the hotness detection and page migration. Figure 16(b) shows the number of required iterations to compensate the extra overhead caused by the hotness detection and page migration.
Observed from the figure, for all the benchmarks, less than 1.5% of the execution time is used on the hotness monitoring and less than 2.5% of the overall execution time is incurred by the page migration. To compensate the extra overhead introduced by BATS, the benchmarks need to run for at most 6 iterations, while scientific applications often run for thousands of iterations.
The hierarchical task-stealing scheduler in BATS needs extra memory space to store hotness related data of every intra-socket subgraph. The data includes local memory access number, remote memory access number, and four flags. The first flag designates the task mainly accesses DRMA or HBM. The second flag determines whether the task already find the best-locality position. The third flag indicates the number that the task has been placed on the different socket. The fourth flag shows the best-locality position that the task has in previous attempts. The extra memory space needed by each intra-socket subgraph is only 8 + 8 + 4 × 2 = 24 bytes. For instance, HEAT has 2,048 intra-socket subgraphs thus requires 48KB extra memory space, while the size of its dataset is 16GB. Therefore, the extra spatial overhead caused by BATS is negligible.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Task-based programs scheduled with traditional task-stealing schedulers are not able to utilize the HBM nodes efficiently and suffer from poor data locality in bandwidth-asymmetric memory architectures. To solve the two problems, we have proposed BATS, which consists of an HBM-aware data allocator, a bandwidth-aware traffic balancer, and a hierarchical task-stealing scheduler. The data allocator automatically distributes the data set of a task-based program to the DRAM nodes and HBM nodes according to their bandwidths. The traffic balancer migrates hot data to balance the memory traffics across different memory nodes. The hierarchical task-stealing scheduler schedules tasks to the socket where they can find their data from local memory nodes. Our experiment demonstrates that BATS can achieve up to 83.5% execution time reduction for memory-bound programs compared with traditional task-stealing schedulers.
In future, while we have new counters like the memory access number of every page, BATS could avoid the hotness-monitoring module. We can utilize new counters and the memory addresses transformation to collect the memory access data, which is more efficient and involves less overhead. Besides, we will extend BATS to improve the performance of memory-bound applications on computers that adopt heterogeneous memory architecture (such as DRAM + Non-Volatile Memory). Because Non-Volatile Memory has much higher latency than DRAM, BATS should consider the impact of data access latency in advance.
